
360

The

CacheNET® 

360 recycler 

safely automates the 

management of cash 

wherever it is collected, With 

it’s incredibly small footprint for a 

recycler solution, the CacheNET 360® 

can be deployed by retailers at the point 

of sale or as a back-office or bank branch solu-

tion. The configurable design ensures it can work 

for any retailer. And the hardware configuration can be 

scaled up to match a retailer’s evolving needs.

CacheNET TM

Specifications

Width: 300mm (11 7/8”)

Depth: 660mm (26”)

Height: 810mm (32”)

Weight: approx. 220kg (485 lbs.)



CacheNET 360s:
▶ COLLECT & SECURE CASH:
Once your cash is placed in an
Armor safe, you can rest assured it
will stay there. Our products are
designed and constructed to rigor-
ous standards to protect each
point of access and reduce your
risk of robbery.

▶ VALIDATE & RECYCLE FUNDS:
The CacheNET® 360 is equipped
with Fujitsu’s high speed GSR50
recycler mechanism, allowing it to
recognize 3 bills per second with
world-class counterfeit detection.
Counted funds are secured in ded-
icated recycling and deposit
cassettes. Cash may be returned
on demand from the recycling
cassettes.

▶ HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE:
Designed for performance, the
CacheNET® 360 is an all-in-one
device that can be upgraded from
deposit-only to a fully-functional
recycling unit with up to 16 differ-
ent configurations, catering to all
customers’ needs. It’s a machine
designed to revolutionize the way
cash is handled.

▶ AUDIT & REPORT ACTIVITY:
Every transaction is recorded and
tracked through each user’s PIN
providing a complete audit trail of
all activity. Cash is deposited and
validated by the high-speed recy-
cler mechanism. Immediate verifi-
cation reduces POS reconciliation
errors and reduces time spent on
bank deposit preparations.
Numerous receipts and reports
can be printed using the system’s
high-speed printer including
end-of-day activity, cash removal
reports, and individual user
reports.

COMMUNICATE:
The CacheNET® 360 allows the 
user to access and evaluate trans-
action data, providing real-time 
comparisons with POS activity.

TECHNOLOGY
FEATURES

▶ User-friendly 7” touchscreen for
ease of use & faster end-user
training

▶ Flexible and extensible architec-
ture through industrial embed-
ded PC

▶ High quality note recycler
detects counterfeit notes

▶ Counts or dispenses up to 3 bills
per second

▶ Dispensing capacity: 30 bills per
transaction

▶ 2 Recycling Cassettes: 240 bills
each

▶ 1 Deposit Cassette: 1500 bills

▶ 1 Loading Cassette: 500 bills

STRUCTURAL
FEATURES

▶ 8mm thick ballistic steel
self-locking vault door with
adjustable hinges

▶ 6mm thick ballistic steel enclo-
sure

▶ External hinges capable of
opening a full 180°, maximizing
internal access

▶ Deposit area capable of holding
up to 50 notes at a time

▶ Powder-coated grey & blue
finish

▶ Four floor holes for bolt down


